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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Connecting S7-/S5-PLCs without head-station

Pair your S7 directly with your S5, thanks to the active PUT/GET in the S7-LAN no
problem.
 Each MPI/Profibus-CPU exchanges data directly without using a CP.
 No head-control or changes in the S5-PLC needed.



Insensible communication with the S5-PLC

Safe communication with the S5-PLC in an environment of radiant-converters and
motor-controls. Electrostatic-charging is also a KO-criterion for operation of
interface-cable, a discharge and the interface-product is damaged or even defective.
 PG-UNI-II is prepared for this, with its full-metal-cast-housing and ESD-proof
components it offers the best protection against such influences. The shielding of the cable
connected to the metal-housing is the solution. Of course, the cable can be extended to a
TTY-distance of up to 300m, using of adapter for PG-UNI-cables is also possible.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter



Integrated firewall

You use ALF as a WLAN-router to connect your PC with the internet. No Problem, this
Sie nutzen ALF als WLAN-Router um Ihren PC ins Internet zu bringen. Kein Problem,
ALF masters this task without problems. Its built-in firewall ensures that no hacker from
outside changes your configuration or moves in your network.

Data backup S7-PLC over MPI/Profibus on FTP-server

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via MPI/Profibus on
FTP-server



Log messages via e-mail

You want to be informed of access violations and range errors in the communication with
your controls? No problem, with the S7-firewall you can be informed about each of these
attacks / injuries by email to determine each polluter.

Integrated phone-book

You have to consider several facilities and do not want to keep a watch list with phone
numbers? No problem, the TELE-router contains a phone book, so you any time maintain
the entire data connection in the router and build to the opposite side by clicking the link
in the web browser.


